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Abstract. The exponential growth of digital documents has come with
rapid progress in text classification techniques in recent years. This paper
provides text classification models, which analyze various steps of news
classification, where some algorithmic approaches for machine learning,
such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, and Random For-
est, are implemented. In turn, the uses of Transformers as classification
models for the solution of the same problem, proposing BERT and Dis-
tilBERT as possible solutions to compare for the automatic classification
of news containing articles belonging to four categories (World, Sports,
Business, and Science/Technology). We obtained the highest accuracy on
the machine learning side, with 88% using Support Vector Machine with
Word2Vec. However, using Transformer DistilBERT, we got an efficient
model in terms of performance and 91.7% accuracy for classifying news.

Keywords: Text Classification · Automatic Classification · News
Classification · Transformer · Machine Learning · Deep Learning

1 Introduction

There is a large amount of data stored in electronic format. With this data, the
need has arisen for similar means that can interpret and parse similar data and
extract valuable data, which we can use to assist decision-making [2]. Further-
more, we use information digging to remove concealed data from big data sets,
an exceptionally integral asset utilized for this reason. According to a report by
the consulting firm IDC, in 2025, the volume of data will reach 175 zettabytes,
which means the equivalent of 175 times the information generated in 2011 [24].

News information was readily and rapidly available in the last decade. As a
result, news is now easily affordable through content providers such as online
news services. As mentioned in Ofcom’s report on news consumption in 2020
[6], 65% of adults use the Internet as a news platform, compared to 41% in
2016, indicating a significant increase in the availability and growing popularity
of online news [5].
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Classifying news text automatically assigns a text news document to a
defined class of news items from predefined categories. Different approaches to
machine learning, such as artificial neural networks, support vector machines,
and decision techniques, can be used to solve the text classification problem [25].
Researchers have approached text classification using various clustering methods,
Naive Bayes classifier [3], support vector machines with word2vec, and TF-IDT
approaches [15]. There have also been several novel approaches to artificial neu-
ral networks. As seen in [14,20,21], neural has fruitfully carried out sentiment
analysis.

Approaches are using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to solve NLP prob-
lems. The success of RNNs is due to the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[7]. Moreover, the incredible versatility of these networks makes it possible to
resolve a diversity of problems [13]. Authors in [23] introduce a novel model
architecture, Transformer, to counter these two limitations. Furthermore, their
proposed technique discards the recurrent architecture to depend solely on the
attentional mechanism [12].

This paper presents the solution of new classifiers from a Machine Learn-
ing perspective, implementing after preprocessing, feature extraction, and three
supervised classification methods for developing news classification models. Fur-
thermore, Transformer models Bert and DistilBert will use the pre-trained lan-
guage representation. Training data will be used for both, choosing the one
with the best performance in terms of accuracy. This work is as follows: First, it
overviews the related work on text categorization. Next, it describes the method-
ology implemented for classification models. Then, it presents experimental val-
idation. Finally, it summarizes conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

Nowadays, several studies focus on solving the categorization problem of news
articles in different languages using machine learning methods. For example, in
[4], in real-time, the authors evaluated the performance of machine learning-
based methods for English news from the BBC website to classify them into five
topics: business, entertainment, politics, sports, and technology. The classifiers
selected for the analysis were Näıve Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), and Random Forest (RF). In
addition, they used TF-IDF for feature extraction, with the LR method obtain-
ing the highest accuracy of 95.5%.

As before, in [8], the authors evaluated the performance of the BBC cor-
pus news. They used NB, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network, DT, and RF
classifiers. The same feature extraction method, TF-IDF, was implemented. The
best-performing way was NB, with 96.8% accuracy. Next, four machine learn-
ing methods, SVM, NB, k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), and Convolutional Neural
Network in [9], were applied to analyze text representation models using feature
extraction, bag-of-words, and n-gram methods. Using the SVM model with bag-
of-words for the 20 Newsgroups and AG’s News corpora, an accuracy of 90.8%
and 85.14%, respectively, was obtained.
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In [16], authors used three text corpora. The first one includes Women, litera-
ture, sports, and campus news. The second corpus includes sports, constellation,
games, and entertainment news. They obtained as F1 results for corpus 1 and 2
the best results through SVM: 0.86 and 0.71, respectively. For the last corpus,
the best estimation was through LR, with an F1 of 0.63.

In [19], authors developed models using ten machine learning methods and
pondered the text employing TF-IDF to classify news articles with the Middle
East, technology, sports, and business topics. First, they obtained SVM as the
best-performing method, with F1 = 97.9. Then, based on the corpora AR-5,
KH-7, AB-7, and RT-40, whose names correspond to the number of topics, nine
neural network models were implemented [11].

Nowadays, the use of pre-entrant linguistic models is growing, as is the par-
ticular case of BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers) [10], which is like DistriBERT [22]. These contextual representation models,
useful for text classification tasks, provide a contextual representation of words
different from word-based embedding models, such as word2vec [17] and GloVe
[18], where a unique word embedding is produced for each word, regardless of
the context.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset Description

To solve the multiclass text classification problem, a text corpus from a com-
petition proposed by the National Yang-Ming Chiao Tung University (NYCU)
of Kaggle [1], which linked 58 participants, was used. Given the title and con-
tent of the news item, we train a model using Transformers to correctly classify
the news item into four different categories: World, Sports, Business, and Sci-
ence/Technology, which records information on 2000 training samples and 400
test samples. The baseline required for the use of a Transformer was 15%. In
turn, the dataset provides four columns of information: ID, Category, Title, and
Description. Therefore, the data could be more balanced. For example, sports
and world news represent 27% of the dataset, while business represents 25% and
sci-tech news 21%.

3.2 Classification Process

Figure 1 visually represents the classification process. It begins with reading
the dataset stored in CSV files and organizing it into a data frame with four
corresponding columns, as explained in Subsect. 3.1. Subsequently, data prepro-
cessing takes place. We conducted an exploratory analysis to identify keywords,
acronyms, and abbreviations facilitated by n-gram analysis for feature selection.
We analyzed this using Bag of Words (BoW), Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF), and Word2Vec methods. These approaches offer
advantages such as resource and time efficiency and enhanced prediction accu-
racy for the model.
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Fig. 1. News classification Machine Learning framework.

3.3 Pre-processing

Fig. 2. Data cleaning pipeline.

Data Cleaning. Preprocessing operations consist of cleaning and normaliz-
ing the input data to improve the results of the feature extraction stage, i.e.,
regardless of whether they are manually constructed or automatically learned
(in deep learning methods). As shown in the Data Cleaning section in Fig. 2, we
focus on eliminating four essential issues: URLs, numeric characters, lowercase
conversion, and punctuation marks.

Exploratory Data Analysis. To further normalize the data and reduce the
feature space, we implemented additional procedures such as converting all text
to lowercase and normalizing slang words and abbreviations. To assess the rela-
tionships between words within each news item, we conducted two types of
analyses:

– In the Univariate Analysis, we identified words like ‘bn’ (converted to ‘bil-
lion’), ‘snday’ (normalized to ‘sunday’), ‘qot’, and ‘bsness’ (expanded to ‘busi-
ness’). These words were either replaced with their expanded meanings or
removed as necessary. Interestingly, this step led to a slight increase in model
accuracy, approximately 0.01%, compared to not performing it.
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– In the Bivariate Analysis, we employed bigram and trigram analysis to exam-
ine word relationships. This analysis unveiled modifications in certain words,
such as currency symbols (e.g., “$” to ‘dollar’, ‘e’ to ‘euro’) and abbreviations
(e.g., ‘tb’ to ‘terabyte’, ‘gb’ to ‘gigabyte’). We also observed transformations
like ‘mn’ to ‘million’, ‘bn’ to ‘billion’, and ‘tn’ to ‘trillion’. These normalization
techniques contributed to refining the data and enhancing its accuracy.

3.4 Feature Extraction

Our feature extraction approach employed three distinct methods: Bag-of-
Words (BoW), TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency), and
Word2Vec. For Bag-of-n-grams and TF-IDF, we focused on capturing consecu-
tive word sequences of length “n”, denoting 2 and 3 as bigrams and trigrams,
respectively. The parameter settings encompassed a frequency range from 1 to
500, an n-gram range spanning (1, 3), and the ‘word’ analyzer. In the case of
Word2Vec, we opted for the Skip-gram model. We conducted meticulous param-
eter tuning, encompassing factors like the number of features, context window
size, and negative sampling, among others, to ensure optimal performance in
alignment with prior research findings.

3.5 Classification Using Supervised Algorithms

Initially, we conducted random oversampling with careful control over random-
ness, setting a specific random state (Random State) to 42. Following this, we
implemented cross-validation through random permutation (Shuffle Split) to cre-
ate a training dataset, accounting for 80% of the total data, and a test dataset,
representing the remaining 20%.

We chose three classifiers for our news classification task: Logistic Regression
(LR), Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with an RBF kernel,
based on their demonstrated effectiveness in previous research. We fine-tuned LR
using the ‘lbfgs’ optimizer with an inverse regularization strength of 1.0, allow-
ing a maximum of 600 iterations for convergence. Random Forest, an ensemble
method, incorporated 200 decision tree classifiers, each with a maximum depth
of 200, to improve prediction accuracy and prevent overfitting. In the case of
SVM, we utilized the ‘rbf’ kernel for multi-dimensional operations, applied an
‘l2’ penalty to avoid sparse coefficient vectors, and set the random state to 0 for
consistency. These classifiers, each with its specific configuration, were applied
to address our news classification task effectively.

3.6 Transformers

Architecture: The critical component of this architecture is the self-attention
layer (A), which intuitively allows the encoder to look at other words in the
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input sentence whenever processing one of its words. Stacking multiple layers of
this type creates a multi-head attention (MHA) layer, as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
we condensed the individual outputs into a single matrix by concatenating the
head outputs and passing the result through a linear layer.

Fig. 3. The multi-head attention layer used in the Transformer architecture.

– Encoder: In the encoding part, the input embeddings are multiplied by three
separate weight matrices, as indicated in Eq. 1, Q (queries), K (keys), and V
(values), to generate different word representations.

Q = X · WQ

K = X · WK

V = X · WV

(1)

WQ, WK , WV ∈ �dim×dk are the learned weight matrices. Eventually, we
obtain the representation of each word by multiplying the scaled term with
the V matrix containing the input representation. We define this operation
in Eq. 2.

Z = A(Q,K, V ) = S

(
Q · KT

√
dk

)
· V (2)

Here, S represents the softmax function.
– Decoder: During the decoding phase, every decoder layer receives the output

of the encoder (the K and V matrices) and the output of the previous decoder
layer. Additionally, we modified the self-attention layers into what we defined
as “Masked” self-attention layers. The masked MH self-attention layer ensures
the use of only the self-attention scores. We do it by adding a factor M to
the word embeddings in Eq. 3. We set M to -inf for masked positions and 0
otherwise.

Z = S

(
Q · KT + M√

dk

)
· V (3)
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– Preprocessing: For performing the preprocessing, we should note that the
two proposed models, BERT and DistilBert, based on deep neural network
architectures, include similar steps for removing special characters, lemmati-
zation, and stop word removal. In addition, tokenized documents are trun-
cated or padded with a given number of tokens to ensure that the model
receives uniformly sized input samples (i.e., with the same number of tokens).

As mentioned above, we will develop the problem using pre-trained BERT
and DistilBERT for automatic news categorization and test different optimizer
methods. Table 1 shows the parameters used for each architecture.

Table 1. Hyperparameters used in both models

BERT DistilBert

vocab size 128000 vocab size 128000

hidden size 768 hidden size 768

num hidden layers 12 num hidden layers 6

num attention heads 12 num attention heads 12

intermediate size 3072 intermediate size 3072

hidden dropout prob 0.1 hidden dropout prob 0.1

attention probs 0.1 attention probs 0.1

dropout prob 0.1 dropout prob 0.1

max position embeddings 512 Seq classif dropout 0.2

type vocab size 2 type vocab size 2

initializer range 0.02 initializer range 0.02

interaction 32 interaction 20

Optimizer Adam
Optimizer

Optimizer Adamax
Optimizer

4 Experimental Results

We performed testing on 55% of the test data as suggested by the competition
parameters set by National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University (NYCU).

4.1 Machine Learning Results

Following the feature extraction process outlined in the preceding section, we
evaluated each classifier with various feature extraction methods, and the results
are in Table 2. As anticipated, Word2Vec emerged as one of the feature extraction
models contributing significantly to the model’s overall performance. The best
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results among the three proposed machine learning models, according to the
predefined metrics, were achieved using Word2Vec.

The top-performing machine learning model was the Support Vector Machine
(SVM), employed based on the premise that it worked well with Word2Vec.
During development, we tested three kernel types: ‘linear,’ ‘poly,’ and ‘rbf,’ to
find the best approximation to align with the probability estimates derived from
Word2Vec. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel was the most suitable task.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy to mention that prior expectations suggested that
the linear Kernel would yield superior classifier performance.

Table 2. Performance of the Classifiers

Algorithm Feature Extraction Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Support Vector Machine Word2Vect 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,88

LogisticRegression Word2Vect 0,86 0,86 0,86 0,86

RandomForest Word2Vect 0,86 0,86 0,87 0,86

Support Vector Machine TF-IDF 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,82

LogisticRegression TF-IDF 0,82 0,82 0,82 0,82

LogisticRegression Bag-of-Words 0,81 0,81 0,81 0,81

Support Vector Machine Bag-of-Words 0,8 0,8 0,81 0,8

RandomForest TF-IDF 0,75 0,76 0,75 0,75

RandomForest Bag-of-Words 0,74 0,76 0,74 0,74

4.2 Transformers Results

The previously described construction of the BERT and DistilBERT models
resulted in two models with accuracies of 0.92 and 0.917, respectively. Since we
conducted both the analysis and training, accuracy and loss are the primary
metrics in Figs. 4 and 5. The accuracy trends during training for each iteration
are observable, with each model utilizing a different number of iterations. Specif-
ically, the BERT model employed 32 iterations, while DistilBERT used 20. To
assess the efficiency of each model in achieving their maximum accuracy levels,
we implemented EarlyStopping with a patience of 5 and obtained this informa-
tion, as presented in Table 3. It is worth noting that while the BERT model
achieves higher accuracy than DistilBERT, considering the number of iterations
it takes to reach maximum accuracy is crucial. Based on the duty cycle percent-
age required to attain its maximum accuracy, DistilBERT emerges as the more
efficient model, achieving similar accuracy to BERT in a shorter duty cycle.
However, it is noteworthy to comment on the significance of this observation
despite the highest accuracy.
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Fig. 4. Training and validation accuracy.

Fig. 5. Training and validation loss.

In Fig. 6a, it is evident that DistilBERT does not achieve equal or higher
precision than BERT. However, it excels in predicting the science/technology and
business categories with a minimum percentage error of 2.25% when considering
the dataset. Furthermore, DistilBERT is highly effective in predicting the sports
category, which comprises a significantly larger volume of data than the other
classes, namely science/technology and business.

Table 3. Efficiency comparison measured over the duty cycle.

Model interactions Loss Accuracy Duty cycle

BERT 30/32 0.2889 0.92 93.17 %

DistilBERT 15/20 0.3045 0.917 75 %
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(a) BERT model (b) DistilBERT model

Fig. 6. Transformer model confusion matrices for news classification.

5 Conclusions

The study’s primary objective was to find an optimal model for classifying multi-
class texts into four specific categories: Science/Technology, World, Sports, and
Business, addressing a challenge posed by National Yang Ming Chiao Tung Uni-
versity (NYCU). The approach involved comparing results from three machine-
learning models and two Transformer models.

Machine Learning models explored various feature extraction methods to
enhance news classification accuracy. The top-performing model was Support
Vector Machine in conjunction with Word2Vec, achieving an accuracy of 88%,
surpassing other models. Word2Vec consistently proved to be the best feature
extractor, enhancing accuracy by 1% to 2% across models, with sports news
classification showing the highest precision and AUC.

Two Transformer models, BERT and DistilBERT, were also evaluated. Dis-
tilBERT emerged as the more efficient model, offering faster and more accu-
rate news classification despite having slightly lower accuracy than BERT. Ulti-
mately, DistilBERT was the preferred classifier with an accuracy of 91.7%, out-
performing other models.

Comparing the results with 58 other participants, the Machine Learning
model ranked seventh, while the Transformer model claimed the top position
with a marginal accuracy difference of 0.01%.

For future work, there are plans to optimize the model further. Additionally,
a multilingual model capable of classifying news in English, Mandarin, Spanish,
and Hindi, the world’s most spoken languages according to the BBC, will be
developed.
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